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An undersampled 4th order LC Sigma-Delta is given as a tt design example. The effect of the undersampling ratio on the performance of finite quality factor LC Sigma-Delta modulators excess loop delay is also studied. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have shown an increasing interest to digitize can be reduced and, as shown in Fig. 1 , internal feedback nodes the input signal near the front end of RF receivers so as to push can be removed. more signal processing functions into the digital domain. LC
The main disadvantage of undersampled LC bandpass ZA filter based ZA modulators have been considered for direct modulators is that they are more sensitive to the finite Q factor digitization at RF frequencies [1]- [3] .
of the LC filter. In order to simplify the digital downconversion, the sam- notch is located at multiples of f.
Noise is added in the vicinity of the input signal bandwidth. For LC based ZiA modulators, we place all the poles of the As depicted Fig. 1 HFIRU and the excess loop delay td.
We use the second term of equation (5) to perform the DT-CT equivalence and to compute n coefficients HFIRU. The first For a 4th order ZA modulator, the useful transfer function term of equation (5) is undesired and has to be cancelled by can be written as:
the compensation transfer function which has the following * partial fraction expansion:
where Li = + tdj and mi = 1 + ( i + TM) Comparing Hu(z) in equation (9) to Gd(z), the DT ZA loop
We notice that when the excess loop delay is greater than 1 gain, defined by equation (2), we notice that it is impossible sampling period, the compensation transfer function, equation to identify El to -yl because erlTM cannot be equated to j for (6), does not cancel all the undesired terms of the equation a finite quality factor. In fact, (5). Therefore, we have to increase the order of the useful woTM FIRDAC to cancel these terms by using its coefficients ui: e e 2Q + 1 j (10) uI, = n + Ltd
It is then impossible to achieve DT-CT equivalence in the case TM of finite Q factor LC filters with the model described in Fig. 1 From equation (7), we find the poles of HLc(s):
From equation (13), we can see that the poles of the loop gain 2~~~~~ofLC ZA\ modulators having finite Q factor are no longer rl,2= 1(-±7 j-27 + 4w0) Q factor. This is illustrated in Fig.5 , where we can see the Input amplitude influence of the undersampling ratio, M, on the position of the Fig. 7 . Simulation results of 4th order DT and undersampled LC EA loop gain poles. As M increases, the poles get further away modulators using different values for A (table I) .
from the unit circle, which will result in a lower attenuation of the ZA quantization noise. Fig.6 , shows simulation results of the maximum SNR of factor of the LC filters is studied theoretically and confirmed a 4th order LC ZA modulators having different Q factors by simulation results. In order to validate the proposed techand undersampling factors. It is obvious from this figure nique, an undersampled 4th order LC ZA modulator, with that the SNR degradation due to finite Q factor is more M=3, having exactly the same NTF as a DT integrator based severe for higher undersampling factors. This can be explained ZA modulator is designed and simulated. intuitively, from Fig.2 
